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ABSTRACT: A new advanced vehicle dynamics control is proposed in this paper for improving vehicle active safety. The lateral tire
force sensor (LTFS) which directly measures lateral tire force is used for the implementation. Several performances of LTFS, the update
rate, time delay, and the resolution due to the quantization and the jitter are quantified. Novel yaw-rate control method using the LTFS and
yaw moment observer (YMO) is proposed and verified by simulation and experiment using experimental electric vehicle.
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1. Introduction
Electric vehicle has attracted attention for its environmental performances in recent years. It also has following advantages in
comparison with internal combustion engine vehicles (1) .
• From 10 to 100 times faster torque response than internal
combustion engine.
• Appropriate for independent wheel drive.
• Precise torque control by motor current control.
Large numbers of studies on advanced vehicle dynamics controls have reported with aid of the advantages above (2) (3) . Our research group has proposed several yaw-rate controls for electric
vehicle equipped with in-wheel motors. The cornering stiffness
estimation (4) , and the yaw-moment observer (YMO) (5) are part of
the studies of our research group. These are based on the linear
tire model but actual tire force characteristic has strong nonlinearity especially for large slip angle condition. Cornering stiffness
also depends on road surface condition. Therefore it will not be a
constant, and may suddenly change. Besides YMO requires low
pass filter to suppress gyro sensor noise and the filter cause delay of yaw-rate control response. Then a sensor which directly
measures tire force is required.
Lateral tire force sensor (LTFS) is underd evelopment by NSK
Ltd. (6) . LTFS directly measures lateral tire force on the wheel hub.
In this paper, we quantify the measurement performance of LTFS,
the update rate, time delay, and the resolution due to the quantization and the jitter. Novel yaw-rate control method for electric
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Fig. 1 Cut view of the lateral tire force sensor.
vehicle using LTFS and YMO is proposed and verified by simulation and experiment using experimental electric vehicle.

2. Experimental electric vehicle
In this research, an original experimental electric vehicle
FPEV2-Kanon is used (shown in Fig. 2). The vehicle is developed
by our research group. The vehicle has direct drive in-wheel motors (IWM) for each wheel. Uneven drive torque distribution for
left and right wheels directly generates yaw moment. Front and
rear axes also have electric active steering for each. Therefore the
vehicle has capability of automatic steering control. LTFS which
is under development in NSK Ltd. are installed in each wheel hub.
IWM of the front wheels, the front active steering, and LTFS of
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Fig. 3 Measurement principle.

Table 1 Vehicle specifications.

Table 2 Specifications of LTFS.

Vehicle Mass M
870 kg
Yaw axis inertia moment I
617 kg·m2
Distance from CG to axle lf , lr
1.00, 0.70 m
Front tread base df
1.30 m
Tire Radius r
0.30 m
Cornering stiffness Cf , Cr
12500, 29200 N/rad
Maximum torque of front IWM 500 Nm (short time)

Encoder pulse Pn
48 pulse/rev
Base clock frequency fclk
2.0 MHz
Quantization bit
16bit

all wheels are involved in this research. The detailed specification
of the vehicle is shown in Table 1.

3. Principle of lateral tire force sensor
LTFS is equipped on all hub unit bearing. The cross-section
of the hub unit bearing including LTFS is shown inFig. 1. The
hub unit bearing consists of inner ring, outer ring, cage, and plural steel balls. Inner and outer rings axially displace due to lateral
tire force. Lateral tire force is measured by calibrated correlation
between lateral tire force and the axial displacement.
Principle of axial force detection is shown in Fig. 3. A magnetic encoder which has V-shape magnetic boundary is mounted
on the inner ring of the hub bearing. Two magnetic Hall ICs are
installed into the outer ring. Phase difference of two Hall ICs is
set as to be 180 deg in electrical angle while lateral force is not
applied (shown in Fig. 3(a)). The phase difference will change
depending on the magnitude of lateral force, since the inner ring
and the outer ring relatively displace in axial direction (shown in
Fig. 3(b)). Then lateral force can be measured if the correlation
between phase difference and lateral force is known.
Phase difference ratio r is defined as
TD
,
r=
TA

(1)

where TA is pulse A period, and TD is time difference between
pulse A edge to pulse B edge. When lateral force is not acting,
phase difference is 180 deg in electrical angle and r = 0.5.
Phase difference ratio is calculated and time-discretized on every pulse A edge timing. Then, sampling period is equal to pulse
A period TA , and it changes with vehicle velocity. Phase difference ratio at discretized time index k is calculated as
rd [k] =

TDd [k]
,
TAd [k]

(2)

where TAd and TDd are quantized time by base clock of the arithmetic processing device.
The encoder pulse signal includes periodic error due to eccentricity of the encoder surface and variability of magnetization pitch
error of the encoder. In order to eliminate these errors, synchronous least mean square filter (7) is applied.
Lateral force and the phase difference have nearly linear correlation. Then lateral force Fyd is calculated as
Fyd [k] = Erd [k],

(3)

where E [N/-] is coefficient determined by the hub unit bearing
specifications. Generally hub bearings are designed to have high
rigidity to stabilize vehicle. However higher rigidity gets the sensitivity lower since the relative displacement also will be smaller.
Therefore a trade-off relation exists between the rigidity and the
sensitivity of LTFS. The rigidity of the LTFS should be carefully
chosen to achieve both.

4. Measurement performance quantification
In this section, measurement performance of LTFS are formulated and quantified. Specifications of the LTFS which are
equipped on our experimental electric vehicle are shown in Table
2.
4.1.

Update rate

The phase difference ratio is calculated and time-discretized on
every pulse A edge timing. It means update rate varies depending
on vehicle velocity. The relation between vehicle velocity V and
update rate Tperiod is calculated as
Tperiod =

2πR
,
Pn V

(4)

where R is tire radius, Pn is number of pulse per revolution of the
encoder. The pulse period is quantized within limited bit width.
Then maximum pulse time period exists. Measurable lower limit
vehicle velocity is calculated as
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The phase diffenrence ratio at discretized time index k represents average information between pulse period k − 1 to k. Then
the phase difference ratio rd [k] represents axial displacement at
t = t[k] − TAd [k]/2, where t[k] is time at discretized time index
k. Therefore, time delay τpulse [k] is expressed as
τ [k] = τpulse [k] + τproc =

TAd [k]
+ τproc ,
2

(6)

where τproc is calculation time. In the case of our experimental vehicle, τproc is 0.17 ms by measurement. The time delay is
shown in Fig. 4.
4.3.
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Fig. 5 Vehicle velocity v.s. resolution.

where fclk is base clock frequency of arithmetic processing device.
In the case of our experimental vehicle, lower limit velocity is
4.3 km/h and period is 32.77 ms. Relation between v and Tperiod
is shown in Fig. 4.
4.2.
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The resolution of phase difference ratio is determined by quantization and variation in pulse edge timing.
The pulse time width is quantized by the base clock. If the pulse
time width is narrower, quantized value will be smaller and the
resolution will be decreasing.
When magnetic sensor IC (e.g. Hall effect IC) detects a magnetic boundary of a magnetic encoder, pulse edge variation occurs because of thermal noise (8) . This probabilistic phenomenon
is called jitter. The frequency distribution of the jitter is known
as to be close to the normal distribution. Then the frequency distribution of the phase difference ratio rd also close to the normal
distribution. In this research, the resolution by the jitter is defined
as 3σ, which σ is standard deviation of the jitter.
The resolution of the phase difference ratio is shown in Fig. 5.
The blue line is by quantization, and dotted red line is by the jitter. The resolution by quantization is smaller than 3 × 10−4 in
80 km/h or less. On the other hand, the resolution by the jitter is
about 8 × 10−4 on every vehicle velocity. These results are obtained by using the simulated test equipment shown in Fig. 6. The

Fig. 6 Test equipment.
resolution is only determined by the jitter in this case.

5. Novel yaw-rate control method for EVs
In this section, we propose novel yaw-rate control method for
EVs as application of LTFS. Our research group has proposed
yaw-rate control method using yaw moment observer (YMO) (5)
and LTFS (9) . The measurement performance of LTFS was not considered in the cited literature (9), and the proposed method could
not suppress direct yaw moment disturbance for example crosswind disturbance. In this research, the effect of the measurement
performance of LTFS for yaw-rate control is validated by simulation and experiment.
5.1.

Vehicle model

A simple bicycle model (10) is used for analyzing vehicle dynamics and it also used for designing control system. In the bicycle
model, if vehicle velocity V is constant and body side slip angle
β is small enough, vehicle dynamics are described as following
motion equation

(

)

M V β̇ + γ = 2Yf + 2Yr ,
I γ̇ = 2Yf lf − 2Yr lr + Nz ,
)
(
lf
− δf ,
Yf ≃ −Cf β +
V)
(
lr
Yr ≃ −Cr β −
,
V

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

where γ is yaw-rate of the vehicle, M is vehicle weight, Cf and
Cr are respectively cornering stiffness of front and rear wheel, lf
and lr are respectively distance from center of gravity to front and
rear wheel axle, Nz is direct yaw moment. Cornering force Y and
lateral force Fy are different, but if β is sufficiently small, they are
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Fig. 8 Conventional method (YMO).
Fig. 7 Vehicle model.
regarded as same values.
Driving force is independently distributed to the left and right
wheel to generate yaw moment Nz directly. Distribution low is
expressed as

[

Ff l
Ff r

[

]
=

− d1f
1
df

1
2
1
2

][

Fx
Nz

,

(12)

Define Ntd as sum of lateral force yaw moment Nt = 2Yf lf −
2Yr lr and disturbance yaw moment Nd .
(13)

Then, Eq. (12) is express as
I γ̇ = Ntd + Nz .

(14)

Whole Ntd is considered as disturbance yaw moment. By composing a disturbance observer, Ntd is compensated, and yaw motion dynamics is nominalized on bandwidth less than low-pass filter cutoff frequency ωc in disturbance observer.
γ=

1
Nin
In s

+

+

+

The motion equation about yaw axis includes yaw moment disturbance Nd is expressed as following equation.

Ntd = Nt + Nd

+

(11)

Yaw-rate control by YMO (conventional method)

I γ̇ = 2Yf lf − 2Yr lr + Nd + Nz

+
+

]

where Ff l and Ff r are respectively driving force of front left and
front right wheel, df is tread width of front wheel axle, Fx is
driving force command by vehicle velocity control system. Each
motor torque commands are product of driving force commands
and tire radius.

5.2.

Vehicle
Plant
+

(15)

In Eq. (15), In is nominal yaw axis inertia moment, Nin is direct
yaw moment control input to the nominalized plant. This specific
disturbance observer is called yaw moment observer (YMO). The
block diagram of YMO is shown in Fig. 8. In order to implement
disturbance observe, low-pass filter are required. The bandwidth
of the feedback controller must be slower than cutoff frequency of
the low-pass filter and the control performance is also limited by
the low-pass filter too.

Fig. 9 Proposed method.

5.3.

Yaw-rate control by LTFS and YMO (propose method)

On the normal driving condition, lateral force yaw moment Nt
is dominant in yaw motion dynamics. The vehicle is supposed to
be rigid in the bicycle model, but in actual certain dynamics exists
from lateral tire force to vehicle yaw moment. Then yaw-rate control response performance would improve using lateral tire force
measurement value by LTFS.
Lateral force yaw moment Nt is expressed as
Nt = (Yf l + Yf r ) lf − (Yrl + Yrr ) lr ,

(16)

where Yij are measured lateral tire force by LTFS, suffix i = f, r
means front or rear wheel, suffix j = l, r means left or right
wheel.
The block diagram of the proposed control method is shown in
Fig. 9. Nt is compensated on inner loop of YMO. Then equivalent
plant view from YMO is expressed as follows.
I γ̇ = Nd + Nz

(17)

In the case of the proposed method, YMO only compensate direct
disturbance yaw moment Nd . Yaw motion dynamics is nominalized same as Eq. (15). Compensation of Nt is faster than conventional method because that are directly measured. Then, yaw-rate
control response performance will also be improved.

6. Simulation
The proposed and conventional methods are compared by simulations. Vehicle velocity is 30 km/h at constant, front steer angle
changes sinusoidally. The amplitude is 0.05 rad and the frequency
is 0.4 Hz. Without yaw-rate control, the yaw-rate by front steer is
calculated as
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Fig. 10 Yaw-rate control simulation results.
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Fig. 11 Yaw-rate control experiment results.
Gγδf (0) =

1
V
,
1 + AV 2 l

(18)

where A is stability factor
A=−

M lf Cf − lr Cr
,
2l2
Cf Cr

(19)

and l = lf + lr is wheel base length (10) . In this research, reference
yaw-rate is set to 1.1 times of Gγδf (0). Low-pass filter which cutoff frequency is 40 rad/s is applied to reference yaw-rate. Vehicle
parameters are shown in Table 1.
The feedback controller of the yaw-rate control is a proportional
controller. The controller gain is designed by pole placement

method for nominalized plant which is expressed in Eq. (15). The
closed loop pole is set to -10 rad/s. The cutoff frequency of the
low-pass filter on YMO is set to 10 rad/s and YMO gain KY M O
is set to 1.0.
The output of LTFS is calculated by using lateral force based on
the bicycle model in the simulation.The lateral force is quantized
and delayed based on Eq. (6), and be sampled and hold on every
pulse time period based on Eq. (4). The measurement noise due
to the jitter is not considered in the simulation.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 10(a) and (b)
are respectively the yaw-rate response of the conventional and the
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proposed method, and Fig. 10(c) is yaw-rate tracking error. In the
case of the conventional method, sinusoidal tracking error occurs
due to response delay of the control. On the other hand, in the
case of the proposed method, the yaw-rate tracking error is well
compensated in comparison with the conventional method.
Fig. 10(d) and (e) are respectively the estimated disturbance yaw
moment of the conventional and the proposed method. By using
the proposed method, the lateral force yaw moment and the disturbance yaw moment are independently estimated by using LTFS.
Measured lateral force yaw moment is quantized due to measurement resolution of LTFS.
Fig. 10(f) is control input yaw moment Nin to nominalized yaw
motion dynamics plant. In comparison with conventional method,
Nin phase of proposed method close to ideal value.
In the case of conventional method, the lateral force yaw moment is estimated by YMO. Then, there is time delay due to the
low-pass filter in YMO. For example, the phase of the estimated
value is delayed 14.1 deg for 0.4 Hz input. That causes yaw-rate
tracking error. On the other hand, in the case of the proposed
method, the lateral force yaw moment is directly measured and
delay is only 0.18 deg (2.53 ms) for 0.4 Hz input according to Eq.
(6). Then yaw-rate tracking performance is improved by using
proposed method.

7. Experiment
Vehicle experiments are conducted under the same condition as
the simulation using the experimental electric vehicle. Vehicle
velocity is automatically controlled to 30 km/h by velocity feedback controller. Velocity feedback controller is conducted as PI
controller. Vehicle velocity is measured from rear wheel angular
velocity. Front steer angle is controlled by a steer angle controller.
A low-pass filter which has cutoff frequency at 20 rad/s is applied
for yaw rate measurement by a gyro sensor in order to suppress the
sensor noise. The same low-pass filter is also applied for lateral
force measurement by LTFS in order to suppress the jitter.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 11. Fig. 11(a) and
(b) are respectively yaw-rate response of the conventional and the
proposed method, and (c) is the yaw-rate tracking error. As a result of experiment, the yaw-rate tracking performance is improved
by using the proposed method same as corresponding simulations.
Fig. 11(d) and (e) are respectively disturbance yaw moment of
the conventional and the proposed method. Fig. 11(e) shows that
almost all yaw moment is the lateral force yaw moment in this
driving condition and that is measured by LTFS. Fig. 11(f) is control input yaw moment Nin to nominalized yaw motion dynamics plant. Phase delay is improved by using the proposed method
same as corresponding simulations. Then, advantage of the proposed method is verified.

8. Conclusion
In this research, several measurement performances of LTFS are
formulated and quantified. As an application of LTFS for vehicle
motion control, novel yaw-rate control method is proposed. Advantage of proposed method is verified by the simulation and the

experiment, and the effect for the yaw-rate control performance
due to LTFS measurement performance is discussed.
The future works are following; improving resolution of LTFS,
applying the state estimation method for the better performance.
The dynamics of the sprung and the unsprung masses will also be
considered for improving vehicle dynamics control in addition.
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